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sores, bleeding wounds, torments, tortures. Every one of
them resembles the Flemish pictures photographically
rendering Hayings alive, breakings on the wheel, mere
beheadings and hangings. Those last were commissioned
by Spanish buyers in the days when the Flemings fled to
England to make her more moral. . . . That is perhaps
why Malaga suggests Brussels. If one digs below the sur-
face to-day in Spain, one comes on incredible tortures
enacted on men and beasts . . . more on men than on
beasts . . . enacted and then regarded with absolute
composure,
I don't say these things in condemnation. It is not reason-
able to condemn the necessary expressions of whole regions
of men. All one can do is to regard them as phenomena . . .
and speculate about them. It is impossible to regard this
type of cruelty as Sadism. Sadism is quick in action and gets
joy out of cruelty. And it would be absurd to put them down,
d la Freud, to sex expression ... or perverted expression-
ism. Those manifestations are always either secret or
emotional. Spanish inflictions of suffering are like acts of
faith performed in public by passionless executioners who
are doing their duty. They are the manifestations of tradition,
of education ... of religion, perhaps.
§
Is it possible, then, that St. Dominic and Torquemada
were, in the last resort, inspired by the Rabbi Hillel? It
seems difficult to believe, though reason almost insists
that you believe it—-just as, to reverse the case, reason may
insist that you do not believe that there are ghosts in a
dark room, or in the immortality of your own soul, yet in
spite of yourself you will find it impossible not to believe
that a ghost has got in with you or that in your flesh shall
you see God.
§
It is not, I think, from the Old Testament that the Spanish
Inquisition took its tradition—though St. Dominic un-

